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SUZOHAPP to showcase best-in-class solutions for self-service car wash
stations at UNITI Expo
SUZOHAPP will present its state-of-the-art product range at the upcoming UNITI Expo that will
take place between the 15th and 17th of May in Stuttgart, Germany. This biennial event is the
leading German trade fair for the retail petroleum and car wash industries. SUZOHAPP will
exhibit at Stand 3E61-63, displaying a wide array of equipment for self-service car wash
stations.
At this year’s event, the focus will be placed on the innovative PRO product line of Comestero
starters and changers, designed for maximum performance and extreme reliability. Based on
an advanced PC architecture, the PRO solutions offer a user-friendly experience thanks to the
5” or 10” touchscreens and the vocal guide. Furthermore, they are equipped with the latest
generation payment systems and provide a wide configuration choice to personalize your
machine.
The biggest highlights at the SUZOHAPP booth will be the Multi PRO and the Pit PRO. Multi PRO
is an outdoor money changer and starter for car wash portals, which allows the user to quickly
manage multiple tasks, such as starting the programs, recharging cards and keys, changing
money, buying tokens and distributing cards or keys.
Designed to be resistant to dust, water splashes and sprayed chemicals, the Pit PRO manages
up to 8 different washing programs, changes money or tokens and recharges keys or cards.
Visitors looking for the latest technology in coin validation and recycling will enjoy seeing the
Comestero RM5 coin validators and the Currenza C² coin recycler. SUZOHAPP will also be
showcasing a selection of hoppers and its complete WorldKey product line that is the most
versatile and reliable cashless range in the market.
“UNITI Expo promises to be an exciting show!” commented Torben Dankers, Sales Manager for
SUZOHAPP’s Car wash team in Germany. “We have decades of experience in payment
technology – whether as individual components or complete solutions. We invite all visitors to
join us and see how to grow their business.”
“We look forward to welcoming visitors to our Stand 3E61-63,” concluded Francois Profit,
Executive Vice President Automated Services EMEA. “Visit us to discuss your specific
requirements and discover the right solution for your business.”
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About SUZOHAPP
SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling
automation and self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world.
SUZOHAPP’s technology enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end
markets, including retail, transportation, gaming, banking, vending and amusement.
SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, processing and payment systems as well
as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The brands of SCAN COIN,
Comestero, CashComplete™ and Coinco are united under the SUZOHAPP Company.
SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers
more than 100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is
owned by affiliates of ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.- based international
private equity investment firm that has responsibility for managing approximately $5.5 billion
of capital. For more information, visit www.aconinvestments.com.
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